• Call to Order
• Minutes
  o Motion to Approve Minutes: Lucas
    ▪ Second:
    ▪ Result:
      • 19 – 0 - 0
• Task Forces
  o Night Gym Classes: Already emailed about setting up night classes. Hoping to have certified student classes (for liability) so more flexible timing and less expensive.
  o SARC: Goal is to make it a social studying space. Want to equip it in that manner (printer, work tables). Want to make it more welcoming and increase knowledge that it exists. Put some stuff in there that will make it attractive (Williams pride – student art and photography, 1 in 2000 wall, bean bag chairs, colorful pillows, award/trophy case)
  o Student Store: Trying to find the best model for a student store. Should it be like Goodrich (work out of Goodrich) or should it be separate. Looking to also have better, cheaper clothing/Williams apparel. Looking to find out what others in the NESCACs are doing and looking at the Goodrich model.
  o Lighting: Getting together and walking around campus at nighttime to see where is poorly lit. After that looking at who is in charge of lighting to open up dialogue about what is and what is not feasible. Also lighting the names of the buildings. Talk to Bob Wright and Fred Puddester.
  o Buses: First goal is looking at the financial mess and talk with Lily An and Ben Lamb about current status. From there, we want to look at what the students want (survey/focus group). From there, look to talk to administration about our plan. Have report with our findings. Also figure out if this should remain student run. Really important. Especially for job interviews and for actually following through on Williams being accessible like we claim.
    ▪ Andrew: Could we also look into what is possible to help athletes who have to come back early?
  o Max: Let’s shoot for having write ups of who to talk to and plan of action by the end of the month.
• Lehman Community Engagement
  o Alternative Spring Break Projects:
    ▪ Bill and Amanda: Breakout trips are a new name for alternative spring break. Students leading trips to serve the community during break. Help streamline the process for student leaders. Have selected 8 awesome trips for this year. Been gathering funding from different areas on campus and also expect students to do their own fund raising. Been getting a lot of administration support because of all of the student interest (the administration
is really behind this which is good). The total cost of all the trips together is just below 100k. We expect each student to contribute 100-200$ to going on the trip, and also expect the groups to fundraise at least $175. So that will be about 45% of the funding. We are asking CC to fund at least 75 dollars per person, so around $6,600 – $8,800 from CC. In the future, we’re hoping to ask for this money in the Winter.

- Adrian: Per our bylaws, we usually give around $100 per person per trip. One of the things Lehman has done which is good is completely changing the structure of their organization and that’s setting a really good message of community involvement. So supporting this is really important for us showing the administration that we should all be funding student involvement in the community. CC giving money shows our support.

- April: Do think if funding is easier, we’d be able to have more trips so that more people who did want to go could go?
  - Bill: That’s the goal.

- Emily C: Would it be possible for Falk’s donation to be long term? And could we connect to the pet charities of alums – they’d be more likely to give back to Williams with something that is important to them.

- Adrian: Current physical situation. Have just over $50,000 left for the year. Emily D’s recommendation is $50 per person. Usually max is $100 per person. If we are unclear, we can also table.
  - Lucas: When do Bill and Amanda need to know?
    - Bill: Asap please.

**Motion to Table Until Next Meeting: Emily C**

- Second: Alphayo
- Result: 21 – 1 – 1

- Great Ideas Campaign
  - Jess: We’ve gotten a lot of ideas through the google drive. Some of them should hopefully be fairly simple, and then there are some that are more involved. We’re thinking about tabling and using the chalkboard downstairs. We’re also meeting tomorrow so we’ll have a lot more information next week.
    - Jess: Current Great Ideas
      - Getting the id card on your iPhone
      - Compost in ‘82
      - More compost bins around campus
      - Pinball machine back

- College Council Website
  - Adrian: Looking to make some changes
- Nicole: Have the main focus be what we’re talking about at each meeting so people are motivated to come. Also have unapproved meetings so people can always know what’s happened.
- Erica: We should have a how to section.
- Matt: Should get some of the good web designers at Williams.
- Zaza: Word cloud at the top.
- Adrian: Should think about if we want to break outside of the Williams bubble.
- Quinn: Comments section
- Rani: Having more polls for whatever we talked about
- Erica: Link to the Great Ideas

- Open Time
  - Emily C: Gaudino option stats. Can you all ask around about what peoples’ opinion about Gaudino is before we talk about?
  - April: Parking on this campus is really tough. The fines are really high. The money goes to repair things that are damaged. Some of the policies may actually contribute to driving at night while possibly impaired (b/c can’t park in faculty spots from 2-4am)
  - Nicole: Tutorial over enrollment. Also, Williams Night Life for people who don’t want to drink is really tough. Need to think of more fun options.